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Work Experience

Akron, OH | Product Design Co-op |  Spring 2017
Bridgestone Americas

Bridgestone Americas

Hamilton, OH | Product Design Co-op |  Fall 2017
Thyssenkrupp Bilstein Gmbh

New Bremen, OH | Product Design Co-op  | Summer 2018, Spring 2019
Crown Equipment Corporation

Education

MFA Student August 2021 - Present 
Transportation Design GA - March 2022 - Present

Bachelor’s of Science in Design - May 2020
Transportation Design TA - January 2021 to May 2021

College for Creative Studies University of Cincinnati DAAP

TRANSPORTATION DESIGNERTRANSPORTATION DESIGNER

Original Tire Design Project | Spring 2017

Addressed next generation lift truck design opportunities through market, technology, and operator research to conceptualize a wide variety of safe workflow 
improvements through innovation in interior, user interface, and exterior design. Tasks were open-ended and allowed for the creation of radical, yet feasible 
concepts to stoke the fires of innovation through heavy sketching, physical prototyping, plus CAD and VR verification with engineers.  
See portfolio for a vision project created with guidance from colleagues, exploring a future venture for Crown Equipment Corporation.

Design work was done through collaboration with engineering and marketing.  Communication with engineering was critical due to the high-stress functional 
requirements for shock components. The visuals of the brand’s logo and typography dictated design decisions beyond gas tubes.  This internship also offered 
self directed projects; from expanding Bilstein’s already large market to conceptualizing an ad campaign that emphasizes the brand’s versatility.

Through the process of learning tire design, mechanical constraints inspired sketch ideation and tread modeling in Creo Pro E for conventional and concept tires.  
The look of a tire is as much design as it is engineering, and as such there was frequent collaboration to develop the most effective and striking product. 
This entertaining back and forth was akin to solving a rubber sudoku puzzle, and encouraged approaching problems from multiple angles. Time management 
was critical as multiple projects were on the roster throughout the semester; including a concept tire for Suzuki, a self initialized personal project that resulted in a 
patent, a non-pneumatic tread design, and a trophy for the head of product development.

Ingenuity
Unconventional ideation breeds unconventional results 

Skills 

Design Approach
Motorsport Mentality 

Career Objectives

Oscilloscope visuals and low-poly speedforms formed the backbone of a 
project’s aesthetic direction to most accurately adhere to mood imagery.

Pursuit of this career comes from a life-long passion of all things cars, sparked by a desire to make the mechanical wonders of science fiction reality.  
Function is what drives our vision of the future, and design helps sell it.  To reach that vision, cross department collaboration is critical.

Every project is a new track, the mood board is the layout, 
and each sketch is a lap. Observing sketches like lap times 
elucidates improvements.

Gridlife Kartbattle 2018
Qualified 6/50, finished 7th

Motorsport

Patent Pursuit

Sim racing and league karting strengthens the professional values of consistency, humility, and fortitude.  Only through  
following a faster driver, maintaining a strong mental constitution, and taking calculated risks does one learn how to lead.

Filed a patent for an original sports tire concept, 
worked closelywith engineers to ensure feasibility. 

Music

Making music serves as a place of focus and decompression; 
the reflection in a new piece serves as a boost of inspiration.

Keyboards/arrangement | 6 years | 15 yearsPercussion

Interests + Accomplishments

Blender, Gravity Sketch VR,  Autodesk Alias, VRED, 
Creo ProE, Fusion 360,  Soliworks, Substance Painter, 
Photoshop, Illustrator, Indesign, After Effects,  
Premiere Pro, Sketchbook Pro

Software
English  | Native 
Deutsch | B1

Pen + pencil + marker sketching, Clay 
sculpting, prototype construction (3D print-
ing, foam, paper), visual and conceptual 
research, task analysis, future forecasting

Languages Techniques


